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INSTRUCTIONAL VARIABLES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

Robert M. Gagne

Evaluation is a word commonly used to refer to a great vari-

ety of activities connected with educational programs. In its

broadest sense, it has to do with valuing, or determining the

worth of, educational courses, programs, or even whole systems.

It has, however, a considerably more modest meaning when applied

to the appraisal of a very important, although sometimes small,

segment of a total program or system, namely, of the extent to

which specified instances of learning have occurred.

Although one can conceive of "evaluating" learning outcomes

in something like a cost-effectiveness sense, this is not usually

what one wishes to do. Instead, interest often centers upon the

accomplishment of certain human performance objectives as a part

of a set of more comprehensive goals. For example, a learning

outcome pertaining to a student's mastery of differential equa-

tions may be merely a portion of a larger goal of producing a

capable mechanical engineer. When considered in relation to this

kind of specific learning outcome, it may be that evaluation is

better expressed as assessment. The latter word may imply the

desirable characteristic of objectivity (as opposed to the subjec-

tive nature of "valuing") and at the same time carry an implica-

tion of the importance of such an activity to the larger evalua-

tion goal.
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So long as one looks upon education, or perhaps only school-

ing, as a system having a definablu social purpose, whose functions

and components are subject to planning and design, assessment of

learning outcomes may be seen to have an essential importance

within the system. One can, of course, study separately the

characteristics of certain other parts of the system, such as the

method of communicating, the subsystem of guidance, or the func-

tions of the teacher. One can even study separately the processes

which take place during system operation, such as student-teacher

interactions or teacher-administrator interactios. All of these

are useful to know about. But, so far as I can see, nothing can

take the place of the student's performance as an absolutely

essential criterion of system or subsystem functioning. There

may be many reasons to know how teachers are conducting their

questioning, how administrators react to an innovation, or whether

students enjoy going to class. But none of these can take the

place of learning outcomes as an essential part of any seriously

purposed "evaluation" of educational systems or subsystems. By

definition, the effecting of externally stimulated behavioral

change in students is a major purpose of education, and this im-

plies that behavior assessment must be undertaken.

Obviously, one can assess outcomes soon after the occurrence

of some educational processing, or at a later time, even consider-

ably later. There is often a need to discover, for example, not

simply whether a method of solving differential equations was

mastered immediately following a period of time devoted to its

learning, but also whether it is remembered several weeks later
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when the student is faced with learning a more complex method in-

corporating the formerly learned technique as one step. Or again,

one may be interested in whether, at a later time, the method of

solving differential equations can be recalled and used in connec-

tion with quite a different situation, like that involving the

rotary motion of a body or the rate of a chemical reaction. The

question of assessing learning outcomes evidently must include

those human performances affected by the processes of retention

and of transfer of learning.

The Problem of Measurement

Scientific measurement is generally agreed to be fundamen-

tally a matter of counting units which are agreed upon as being

generated by the same operations. As the writings of Campbell

(1957) indicate, the operations applied to counting the measures

referred to as length, mass, and time have been fairly easy to

agree upon, and, therefore, may perhaps deserve to be called

"fundamental." Most measurement in science, however, is not of

this fundamental sort, but instead is derived from it. For exam-

ple, the chemist considers that he has a satisfactory measure,

let us say, of the 'strength of a solution" when he performs those

operations which extract the solid components and then relates the

mass of these components to the total mass of the solution. Or

the biologist may construct an indirect measure of the "adiposity"

of tissue by ascertaining the proportion of area in cells observed

under a microscope taken up by material which is stained a partic-

ular color. In such instances, and there are many of them, the
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scientist is constructing a measure of some entity by demonstrat-

ing its relationship to an operation of counting.

It is apparent that what is done in measurement, so far as

intellectual operations of a measurer are concerned, is that an

inference is made. The chemist infers the variable "strength of

solution," the biologist, the variable "adiposity." These vari-

ables are not directly observed, as for example, color, shape,

and numerosity may be; each is an inference depending upon a chain

of reasoning. In the same manner, the psychologist infers the

variables of learning, retention, and transfer of learning. None

of these variables is observed directly. Each of them is measured

indirectly by being related rationally to operations that include

counting.

One of the major implications of this line of reasoning is

the following: in undertaking measurement, one must be prepared

to answer two questions, one of which precedes the other. The

first question is, "What is being measured?" There must be, in

other words, agreement among those who use measurement that the

units defined by a set of operations are the same and, therefore,

can be given a common name. One measures length by counting

units which can be matched and thus readily agreed upon as being

the same. But indirect measurement, as in the case of measures

of "solution strength," "adiposity," or "learning," may offer a

much more difficult problem of agreement, because a more complex

set of operations is involved. Accordingly, the answer to the

question "What is being measured?" is often not an easy one to

determine. It seems probable to me, for example, that virtually
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all controversy in the field of learning research over the past

several decades could be categorized in the question "What is

being measured?".

The second question of measurement is "how much?". When

measurement is indirect this too is not always an easy question to

answereven when the operations are agreed upon, because of the

problem of size of unit. If the unit, for example, is an apple,

there are problems about what will be agreed upon as a "standard

apple," how one will handle variations in the size of apples in

applying such a unit, and so forth. But even when such measure-

ment problems are encountered, they fade to insignificance beside

the monumental confusions in measurement which derive from mixing

apples and bananas. This is why the question "What is being meas-

ured?" is the first question, and in that sense the more important

one. To worry about the scaling of units for a mixture of apples

and bananas is really quite ridiculous. The first problem is one

of demonstrating agreement that one indeed has something called

"apples" and something called "bananas" to measure.

Indirect measurement, then, requires that there be a defined

set of operations as a basis for agreement on the inference as to

what is measured. 3efore one worries about how much, it is neces-

sary to distinguish the measurement operations for one inferred

entity from those for another, as well as from what may be called

the "noise" in the system a whole This thought may be summed

up by saying that two primary criteria of measurement are (a) dis-

tinctiveness and (b) freedom from distortion. These two criteria

need to be applied if we are to have measurement at all.
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Learning? Retention, Transfer

For three rather gross classes of behavioral inferences, it

should be possible to apply these primary criteria to the question

of what is measured. It would not seem to be too difficult a

task to show that the categories called learning, retention, and

transfer of learning can be examined by means of these criteria.

And if this is so, perhaps finer inferential categories (such as

varieties of learning) can be similarly examined.

Learning. The inference called learning appears to depend

upon the following set of operations. First, it is determined

that an individual cannot do a particular performance A. (The

operations used to make this inference are themselves specifiable,

as will become apparent.) Second, the individual is provided with

a certain sequence of stimulation, and it is determined that he

is attending to this stimulation. Again, the operations required

to demonstrate attention are simply mentioned here, but are cap-

able or being specified. Third, another set of operations is

used to determine that he is motivated to perform. Finally, the

observation is made within a specified brief time that the individ-

ual either does or does not exhibit performance A. To be complete,

one also makes the observation that he exhibits performance A',

another member of the class A (and perhaps also that he exhibits

performance A") . As a result of these last observations, it

would be generally agreed that the inference is justified that

the individual possesses performance capability a. In other

words, his nervous system, at least during this brief time, rl.as

a capability which makes possible peformances of the class A.
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Has capability a been learned? This is the inference sought.

In order to make it, however, one must carry out still another

operation on the same kind of individual by repeating the total

procedure but omitting the second step, the sequence of external

stimulation. This control makes it possible to infer learning

rather than growth. Of course, this operation is often assumed

rather than actually carried out, as is true with some of the other

steps. When the measurer is satisfied on this point, he may then

make the inference that capability a has been learned.

Distortion of measurement is avoided in these operations by

procedures used to insure that attention is in effect, that there

is motivation to perform, and that more than a "chance" performance

has been observed. The inference of learning is not justified

unless these means are taken to insure that the measurement is

free from distortion. If one is concerned with "How much?" obvi-

ously the factors of motivation, attention, and variability of

response can affect the measurement. But more important is the

fact that distortion can reduce the amount to zero, and thus have

a direct affect on the question "What is measured?".

Distinctiveness of measurement pertains in this instance to

the distinction between learning and growth as justifiable infer-

ences. It is noteworthy that the demonstration of distinctiveness

in this case ideally requires a "control" operation, which in some

circumstances becomes a control group. A large performance change

takes place over a relatively small, arbitrarily chosen period of

time, which in most cases can be agreed upon as not produced by

growth. For this reason the control operation is frequently not
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actually carried out. Nevertheless, it is of considerable impor-

tance to recognize that it is rationally demanded, and cannot be

ignored. Its assumption needs to be explicit.

Retention. Retention is inferred from a set of operations

somewhat as follows. First, there is a measure of what may be

called "immediate learning effects," taken in accordance with the

procedures previously described, within a specified time--usually

a few minutes following the application of the stimulus situation

for learning. (As studies of "short-term memory" make us aware,

it Is important that the time for this measure be set at a few min-

utes rather than at a few seconds; further discussion of this

point, however, will not be undertaken here.) Here is another

instance in which it is necessary to make the measurement of imme-

diate learning outcome in a separate equivalent subject or group,

in order that the measure of retention remain uncontaminated.

There are scores of studies in the older literature which suffer

from this methodological defect in the measurement of retention.

After it has been demonstrated that there has been some imme-

diate effect of learning, the measurement of retention may be under-

taken at some specified time--hours, days, or months after the

learning session has been completed. Again, interest centers upon

the inference that capability a has been retained, as shown by the

execution of performance A. For such an inference to be valid,

the performance measured after the intervening time must, of course,

be the same as that measured "immediately."
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The inference about retention cf capability a, however, is

not quite this simple, and usually certain other precautions of

measurement must be observed. This is because what happens to the

learner during the intervening time has some marked consequences.

As a single example, it is known that the learner may engage in

"internal rehearsal "; in fact, it is difficult to prevent him from

doing so (Murdock, 1963). In addition, it is known that different

kinds of intervening activity, introduced with the purpose of

preventing such rehearsal, have different effects on retention as

finally measured (Loess E McBurney, 1965). At the very least, it

may be said that a measure of retention is uninterpretable with-

out a specification of what has happened to the learner in the

period between learning and the measurement of retention.

Again in this instance of measurement, one can see the need

to apply the criteria of freedom from distortion, of distinctive-

ness, in order to be sure about what is measured--before one faces

the question "How much?". Distortion is prevented by operations

which control the opportun' i.es for "internal rehearsal," and

which also control the kind of intervening activity known to pro-

duce varying amounts of interference (cf. Postman, 1961) . Distinc-

tiveness is insured by control-group operations which make possible

the inference that that capability, which has been learned in the

first place, has (or has not) been retained.

Transfer of Learning. Measuring transfer involves many of

the operations previously mentioned, and others besides. The infer-

ence one wishes to make is that some capability a, exhibited in

performance A, having been learned and retained, has an effect
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on the learning of capability b (in some performance B'). The

capabilities a and b are different in some respects that are spec-

ifiable. It is evident that the inference of transfer depends

upon measurement operations that involve the demonstration that

learning and retention are present as prior events. Otherwise,

of course, one may not know whether what is hypothesized to trans-

fer is present in the first place. Transfer is also markedly

subject to contamination by intervening events, as is the case

with the measurement of retention. Studies of retroactive inhibi-

tion (cf. Keppel, 1968) provide the classical setting for the

masses of evidence bearing upon this measurement problem.

In this case, too, the question of what is measured is sub-

ject to the criteria of freedom from distortion and distinctive-

ness. For the former, one must des5.gn operations to demonstrate

that learning has occurred, that retention is possible, and to

control and specify intervening events Distinctiveness of meas-

surement must be insured, as was true with learning and retention,

by the use of a control subject or group which demonstrates the

absen:e of effects from sources other than the capability on which

interest centers One must bear in mind that one wants to make

the inference that capability a has transferred, not simply that

capability b has been facilitated or interferred with.

Classes of Learning Outcomes

It appears to be so, then, that the distinguishing of learn-

ing outcomes into the gross categories of learning, retention,

and transfer requires measurement operations which are designed
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to prevent distortion and to insure distinctiveness, To be sure

of clarity, let me try to define these two terms formally, although

their meaning may already have been deduced, Keeping measurement

free from distortion means insuring that the performance observed

in the act of measuring has not been influenced by some class of

variable other than a capability of the general sort which is the

focus of interest in studies of learning; Examples, some of which

have previously been mentioned, are attention, set, motivation,

rehearsal, interference, Also included might be other factors

affecting the measured performance which cannot be exactly speci-

fied, that is, "chance" factors. Distinctiveness in measurement

has the aim of ruling out the observation of one category of capa-

bility as opposed to some other capability, Thus measurement seeks

to insure observation of a learned capability rather than one which

is grown, or that a retained capability is one that was learned in

the first place, or that a transferred capability is the one that

was initially learned and transferred, and not some other.

By applying the criterion of freedom from distortion, one

attempts to insure that the inference from performance to capabil-

ity is valid, By applying the distinctiveness criterion, the ef-

fort is made to assume that the inferred capability has been prop-

erly identified.

Some Additional Distinctions

In measuring the outcomes of learning, there is very often an

interest in making even finer classifications of the capabilities

being inferred, For example, those who have studied maze learning

in animals have traditionally been interested in designing measures
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to distinguish "place" learning from "sequence" learning. Hunter's

(1913, 1920) studies of delayed reaction and double alternation

were designed to distinguish between the learning of discrimina-

tions and "representative process." Harlow's (1949) work on

monkeys proposed to draw a distinction between "discrimination

habits" and "learning sets." Investigators of the learning of

verbal sequences are concerned with devising measures which will

distinguish the learning of sequence from the learning of item

position (Jensen 8 Rohwer, 1965). Many other examples could be

given.

In my work (Gagne, 1965), I have suggested eight different

kinds of inferences which seem to me to be generally useful dis-

tinctions to make throughout the field of learning as a whole,

particularly as they are relevant to school learning. I am pre-

pared to think that more than eight distinctions may be important

to make, and that there may be several reasons for making them.

Nevertheless, it still seems to me that these eight categories are

of particular significaLc to learning research and theory, as well

as to the particular affairs of education.

In repeating these categories here, I do not wish to cover

old ground. Rather, I should like to examine specifically the

question of distinctiveness between pairs of these categories. As

is true with other classes of learning outcomes, each of these

inferred capabilities carries its own set of problelAs with respect

to the criterion of distortion (that is, effects of other variables

on performance). But it would be too long a job to consider these

distortion effects here. The question of distinctiveness, however,

seems to be of particular relevance to a consideration of "what is
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measured" when interest centers upon "what kinds of capabilities

can be inferred?"

The distinctions among inferred capabilities which should be

described for present purposes are as follows:

1. The classical conditioned response ("signal learning")

versus the operant conditioned response (response learn-

ing").

The operant conditioned response versus the motor chain;

or versus the verbal sequence.

3, The single response or chain versus the multiple dis-

crimination.

4. The multiple discrimination versus the (nonabstract)

concept.

5. The concept versus the principle.

6. The concrete principle versus the abstract (or higher-

order) principle,

Two Types of Conditionia. The problem of distinguishing the

measurement operations for classical and operant conditioning has

a long history, extending back to Skinner's (1937) landmark paper,

and even before that. Modern writers (e.g., Kimble, 1961; Grant,

1964) state the major distinctive operations to be somewhat as

follows: In the classical conditioning situation, the conditioned

response being observed is maintained by the pairing of conditioned

and unconditioned stimuli, where such pairing is independent of

the learner's response; in operant conditioning, the maintenance

of the learned response depends on presentation of the "uncondi-

tioned stimulus" in a manner: which is contingent upon the occurrence
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of that response. What is most notable about this distinction,

for present purposes, is that it takes at least two observations to

establish distinctive measurement. One must know, first, that

the learned response does depend upon the presentation of a condi-

tioned stimulus, and second, that the learned response either is

or is not maintained when the contingency of conditioned response

followed by unconditional stimulus does not obtain.

Single Connection and Chains. The question of distinctiveness

also arises in connection with the learning of a single connection

versus the learning of chains. In motor learning, such a demon-

stration could presumably be carried out by showing that a set of

describably different responses forming a sequence (such as un-

locking a lock with a key) can each be initiated by a separate

stimulus. If each element or link in the chain can thus be

separately demonstrated, then each may be contrasted with the

total sequence as a single connection. Of course, one may continue

the measurement process by seeing whether each "single" connection

may, in its turn, be further broken down into two or more addi-

tional links. Presumably, there is at least a practical limit

as to how far this process may be carried.

Another important example of the distinctiveness criterion

occurs in the learning of verbal paired associates (verbal chains) .

Whereas for many years the paired associate was treated as a

single connection, the studies of Underwood and Schulz (1960)

have demonstrated the necessity of observing at least two links

in a chain. Thus, operations were devised to measure "response

learning" separately from "association learning," and no modern
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a number of procedures are usld to insure that measurement is

either directed primarily at the "associative phase," for example,

by using response words that are known to be previously well-learned

or else at "response learning" itself, by having the learner recall

freely a set of originally unfamiliar syllables. Establishing the

distinctiveness of single connections and v&rbal chains is usually

either a two-stage measurement process, or one which accomplishes

a similar purpose by the use of experimental and control groups.

Sin le Connections and Multi le Discrimination. Studies of

discrimination learning in both animals and human beings usually

make the distinction between singl' connections and multiple dis-

criminations quite clear. Typically, this is done by using the

kinds of single connections which are already known to be well-

learned, or which can be shown to be. Discrimination in a white

rat, for example, can be measured by testing whether he jumps to

the right or left, or perhaps presses a lever with a vertical or

horizontal push. In either case, one attempts to observe the

discrimination only after assuming that the jumping, or the lever-

pressing, has been previously learned. When such prior learning

of single connections (or chains) cannot be assumed, it must first

be demonstrated. An investigator would not try to observe dis-

crimination learning unless the differential responses called

for could not be shown separately as being already present in the

animal's repertoire.

Lists of verbal associates also fall into the category of

multiple discrimination. Each single pair, provided its component
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links are previously learned, is retained witl, near-perfection for

a short time following a single presentation (Murdock, 1961). When

one or more pairs is added, the increased difficulty in learning

that occurs is one of the best-known phenomena in the verbal learn-

ing field. Difficulty of learning increases with length of list

(McGeoch Irion, 1952). The effects of intralist similarity of

interferences among items have also been extensivelr studies (cf.

Underwood, 1964. Without attempting to describe further the vari-

ous findings bearing on this point, let me simply say that investi-

gators of paired - associate, learning are careful to distinguish the

measurement of single verbal associates from the measurement of

sets of associates (which I here pu1 in the category of multiple

discrimination). The single verbal chain is learned in one trial,

and this usually serves as a standard against which to measure the

learning of sets of associates that are greater than one.

The Use of Control Techni ues

These brief descriptions of measurement techniques applicable

to single connections,' chains, and multiple discriminations have

been included not with the intention of an exhaustive consideration

of their measurement problems, but rather to provide a background

for discussion of the measurement of more comple3t learning out-

comes. It seems to me that the learning of concepts and principles,

the major domain with which school learning is concerned, is likely

to face similar measuremeW: problems and be' subject to similar

criteria, as are these simpler kinds of learning. If there are

techniques for applying the criterion of distinctiveness to meas-

uring these simpler kinds of learning outcomes, similar techniques
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should at least be tried in the measurement of more complex capa-

bilities.

I refer to concepts and principles as being more complex than

connections, chains, and discriminations for the ery simple reason

that they appear to require the inference, or the postulation, of

more elaborate mechanisms to account for them. In other respects,

they may not be more complex; for example, the conditions typically

required to bring them about by learning may actually be simpler

to describe. Whatever the case, it is certainly true that they

have been studied less, and one has many fewer pieces of evidence

to call upon in identifying appropriate measurement procedures.

What does the scientific literature OP simpler learning pro-

cesses suggest about the measurement of concepts and principles

as outcomes of learning? What kind of extrapolations can be made

concerning the problem of distinctive measurement, of identifying

precisely what is being measured?

The theme of methodology running through the application of

measurement to simpler capabilities appears to be this: the criter-

ion of distinctiveness requires that a control be employed before

a dependable conclusion can be drawn about what is measured. Some-

times it is possible to make this control measurement on the same

person, sequentially with the second measurement which more specif-

ically encompasses the learning outcome of interest. When this is

possible, one may think of distinctive measurement as a two-stage

aocess, the first (control) stage of which must be done before a

firm conclusion can be drawn from the second stage. In other

instances, control takes the form of using another (equivalent)
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individual, or another .group. In such instances, the two measure-

ment procedures, control and "experimental," can be applied at the

same time or within the same experimental context. But in either

case, the purpose is the same: it is to measure the capability

distinctively; to insure that what one wants to measure is not

in fact something else.

Let me state this proposition more specifically. Control pro-

cedures of measurement are used to distinguish classical and operant

conditioning; if the latter is being measured, one must either first

or independently demonstrate that the response being observed does

not occur when the contingency of instrumental production of the

conditioned stimulus is made impossible. Only then is one justi-

ficd in being convinced that what is being measured is an operant

response. Similarly, control procedures are used to distinguish

single connections and chains; one can legitimately speak of chain

learning only when independent measurement has shown that the

of component links in the chain have been previously learned.

Distinctive measurement procedures also apply to single connections

and multiple discriminations: one measures discrimination learn-

ing only when independent methods have been used to demonstrate

that the single connections or chains which make up the multiple

set to be learned have already been acquired. (In animal learning

studies, the control operation is usually specifically carried out;

in human verbal learning, it is usually assumed to require a single

trial.)

When one turns to the procedures used in observing concepts

and principles as learned outcomes, one is immediately struck by
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the fact that control measures are often not employed. Instead, the

general picture seems to be dominated by quite a different set of

procedures, derived from other kinds of considerations. One begins

to encounter measurement instruments described as "multiple-choice

tests," "completion questions," or "matching questions." These

may well be useful ways to apply measures, and nothing can be

immediately perceived as wrong with them. But still another char-

acteristic of measurement emerges in the fact that these techniques

are not usually employed in such a way that controls are present.

The single "item" of a single type appears to be employed as the

unit of measurement, rather than a two-stage technique or a con-

trol procedure. To be sure, more than one item is usually employed,

but the justification for this is reliability (a variety of the

freedom from distortion criterion), as opposed to distinctiveness

of measurement. Logically, no amount of concern with reliability

can provide a solution to the problem of identifying what is

measured.

There is, then, an apparent discrepancy which needs to be

further examined. The kinds of learning outcomes most frequently

measured in laboratory studies are usually subject to the criter-

ion of measurement distinctiveness. This requires some kind of

control technique to insure the distinction between one kind of

learning outcome and another. In contrast, the kinds of learn-

ing outcomes most frequently encountered in educational settings

are typically measured with techniques that do not involve con-

trol procedures. Is it possible that such procedures are unnec-

essary with these more complex kinds of learning? Can suitable
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assumptions be made to make them unnecessary? Or has their

applicability been somehow overlooked?

Measuring Concepts and Principles

It is now time to examine more closely the kinds of distinc-

tiveness considerations that may be applicable to the measurement

of concepts and principles, and in addition, their desirability as

criteria of measurement. In doing this, I shall discuss the dis-

tinction between multiple discrimination and concepts, concepts

and principles, and among different classes of principles.

Multiple Discriminations and Concepts

In dealing with concepts, as a first step it is desirable to

define the term "concept." By a concept I mean the kind of capabil-

ity that enables an individual to identify (by class name or other-

wise) a specific member of a class of objects, object properties,

actions, or events, when that specific member is new to him. This

is the kind of entity the psychologist studies, usually in children,

when he deals with the learning of colors, shapes, textures, posi-

tions, and directions. A somewhat special category of such concepts,

with which I shall not deal further here, are the kinds of concepts

that have designated combining rules, such as "conjunctive concepts"

(yellow and bordered) , "disjunctive concepts" (either yellow or

bordered), and the like (cf. Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956).

In still another and quite different category are concepts that can-

not be conveyed by giving experience with specific members of a

class, but which must be communicated by definition (cf. Gagne, 1966).
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The simpler kinds of concepts, having concrete referents, are what

I have in mind to discuss here. Defined concepts, which appear to be

formally identical with principles, will be dealt with later.

In order to make an observation to detect whether a concept

has been learned, one must in effect ask the question: "Among

this variety of objects (object properties, actions, events) that

I show you, which are bilpads?". (The final word represents a

name for 'the class.) I say "in effect?" because it seems evident

that such a question can functionally be asked of an animal who

does not understand language, as was true of Harlow's (1949) mon-

keys, who learned to respond to concepts such as those we call

"right," "left," and "odd."

However, it is at once apparent that asking a question like

"Which are bilpads?" is in itself an insufficient condition for

making a distinctive measurement of the concept. suppose that

"bilpad" means a particular shade of tan; and that objects having

a somewhat different shade of tan are not "bilpad." Th,e, individual

who has not previously learned to discriminate these shades of tan

will not make correct identifying responses and, thus, will not

have learned the concept according to the measurement applied.

A recent analysis by Martin (1967) relates the concept to multiple

discriminations in terms of S-R connections. While Martin's" hypo-

thesis of mutual inhibition is not essential to the conception of

concept here being discussed, his clear exposition of the necessity

of discrimination as a prior condition of concept acquisition is

highly relevant.
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The purpose of distinctive measurement of a concept capabil-

ity is, after all, to assess the effectiveness of some particular

learning situation. Suppose that the learners have been placed

in this learning situation, designed to have them acquire some

designated concept. When measurement operations are applied, it

is found that some have acquired the concept, while others have not.

But of those who have not, there are two kinds, and a single-stage

sort of measurement will not be able to distinguish them. Specif-

ically, there will be learners who (a) have previously acquired

the necessary discriminations, but who do not know the concept,

and learners who (b) have not previously acquired the necessary

discriminations, and who do not know the concept.

Single-stage measurement, of the sort which simply tests

whether or not learners correctly identify "bilpad," or some other

concept, is not distinctive measurement. Such single-stage opera-

tions do not distinguish concepts from multiple discriminations

or, more specifically, the absence of concepts from the absence

of multiple discriminations, The design of distinctive measure-

ment seems a relatively simple matter, buL it must involve a

control which determines the presence or absence of concepts. A

two-stage operation would probably be simplest to use--one which

first measured the presence of multiple discriminations, and then

the presence or absence of the concept.

I see no reason why this line of reasoning does not apply

directly to the measurement of concepts that are learned in school,

whether they are very simple ones such as the printed letters

learned in the early grades, or more complex ones like "cell

nucleus" learned in some later grade. Again, the criterion of

distinctive measurement requires that a distinction to be drawn
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between those performances which fail to identify members of the

class "cell nucleus" when the learners can make the necessary

discriminations, and those performances which fail to identify

the concept when the learners cannot make these discriminations.

Two-stage measurement would appear to provide a way of achieving

such distinctiveness.

Concepts and Principles

I should now like to consider the measurement of principles,

or ideas, as contained in such simple statements as "leaves grow

on trees," "airplanes fly in the sky," or "a nervous impulse is a

wave of electrical dipolarization propagated along the membrane of

a neuron." It is evident that measurement of such principles also

presents very similar problems so far as the criterion of distinc-

tiveness is concerned.

Each principle is composed of concepts. The principle "leaves

grow on trees" is, very simply, composed of the four concepts,

"leaves," "grow," "on," and "trees." Since concepts are involved,

a single-stage measurement operation simply does not provide dis-

tinctive measurement, because the failure of a learner to demon-

strate that he "knows the principle" may mean that he does not "know

the concepts." The principle that "a parallelepiped is a prism

whose bases are parallelograms" may obviously not have been learned

because the learner does not have one or more of its component con-

cepts, whether "prism," "base," or "parallelogram." Distinctive

measurement of what is learned would seem to require two-stage

measurement, the first stage devoted to assessing whether the

concepts have been acquired, and the second to whether the princi-

ple is known.
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Still another problem of distinctive measurement occurs with--

principles. This is the problem of distinguishing the measurement

of principles, not from concepts, but from verbal associates. This

problem occurs particularly because of the fact that verbal items

are typically and widely used to measure the acquisition of prin-

ciples. Accordingly, the problem is to distinguish knowing the

principle from knowing the names of the concepts which make up

the principle. Obviously, a test item like the following,

Leaves grow on ,

or any variants of this item using multiple-choice alternatives,

may be measuring the verbal association "leaves-trees" rather than

the principle itself.

Ideally, this difficulty would be overcome by using actual

members of the classes of concepts involved (that is, real trees,

real growing, and real leaves) to make up the stimulus situation

in which the measurement is taken. Employing a two-stage process,

the concepts themselves would first be identified by the learner,

who would then be asked to demonstrate the principle. Under cer-

tain other assumptions, distinctive measurement of a principle can

be carried out by asking the learner to demonstrate by means of a

picture. For example, the instruction may be given to a child

(following upon a first stage of concept measurement): "You have

learned. that leaves grow on trees. Draw a picture to show this."

The criterion of distinctiveness in the measurement of prin-

ciples has often not been followed in experimental studies of

substance learning. In their review of investigations thirty
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years ago, Welborn and English (1937) mention several widely used

methods of measurement, including (a) verbatim recall with ver-

batim scoring; (b) free recall with scoring for main ideas; and

(c) recognition measures employing multiple-choice tests. More

recent examples of each of these methods can also be readily located,

such as Newman (1939), Ausubel, Robbins, & Blake (1957), and King

E Russell (1966).

It appears evident at once that the verbatim method of scoring

fails to distinguish between the retention of verbal chains and the

retention of principles. The employment of control procedures to

measure these two outcomes separately is deliberately undertaken in

some studies (e.g., Cofer, 1951; King & Russell, 1966), and these

procedures surely acknowledge the problem. It is not quite so evi-

dent, however, that all investigators who have used this kind of

control are entirely clear about what it is they want to measure.

Even less useful, from the standpoint of distinctive measurement,

is the method of recognition using multiple-choice tests. Such

items do not require the recall oc. a principle, since the major

portion of the principle is included either in the stem of the

item or in one of the alternatives. If such a partial statement

of the principle repeats the learning statement verbatim, we again

face the problem of indistinguishability from verbal sequence learn-

ing. On the other hand, if the partial representation of the prin-

ciple contained in the test item is a paraphrase, the recognition

of the missing word may be a matter of identifying a concept,

rather than a reinstating of the principle.
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I am led to the belief, therefore, that measuring the learn-

ing outcome of principles must be accomplished in some way or

other that requires the learner to demonstrate the idea of the

principle, and that this must be distinguished by suitable control

procedures from both verbatim learning of a verbal sequence and

from the learning of the concepts which make up the principle.

One method, already suggested, would require identification of the

concepts as a first stage, followed by some sort of representation

(as in drawing) of the principle as a second. Assuming that a suit-

able first stage is employed, the second stage might well take

other forms, one of which is paraphrasing (as used, for example,

by English, Welborn, & Killian, 1934).

Another instance of failure to describe and exemplify distinc-

tive measurement of principles occurs in the work of Bloom and his

collaborators (1956), in their treatment of a taxonomy of learning

tasks. These authors equate the category of "knowledge" with

"recall of ideas," and illustrate their measurement mainly with

multiple-choice test items. One simply does not know what these

items measure. Here is an example (Bloom, 1956, p. 81):

"Magnetic poles are usually named:

1. plus and minus.

2 red and blue.

3. east and west.

4. north and south.

5. anode and cathode."

An item such as this might be measuring the verbal association

"magnetic pole--north, south." Many people would probably say that
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to constitute adequate measurement of a principle. One can imagine

an item in this general category designed to measure a concept, as

in the following inst:ance:

(Picture of a magnet, with lines of force)

Label the poles of the magnet by their usual names.

However, it is apparently not possible in this instance to

turn such an item to the purpose of principle measurement, because

it simply does not imply a principle. One can imagine an item

designed to measure such a principle as the following: When two

bar magnets are allowed to attract each other, the north pole of

one will be adjacent to the south pole of the other. The item

would be:

(Picture of two bar magnets)

The two bar magnets in the picture have come

together by attraction. Label the poles of each.

These examples illustrate one way in which two-stage measure-

ment might be employed. First, a measure is applied to determine

whether the individual possesses the concept of magnetic poles.

If he knows this, it is then possible as a second step to attempt

to test whether or not he has learned a principle. Ob:iously, if

the second step is undertaken without the first, the results are

ambiguous. They do not enable us to distinguish learners who have

not learned the concept "magnetic pole" from learners who have

learned this concept, but who have not learned the principle.
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Distinctions Among Principles

In the field of achievement testing, it is not difficult to

find examples of measurement which do not meet the criterion of

distinctiveness. Often these instances fail to distinguish a

simpler, more concrete principle from a more abstract one. More

generally, they attempt to measure more than one principle at one

and the same time. An example I have used before is the following

(Gagne, 1965, p. 259):

(Diagram of a pipe showing a cross section)

Find the thickness of a pipe whose inner circumference

is 9ff, and whose outer circumference is 21ff.

(a) 12ff; (b) 12; (c) 6ff; (d) 6; (e) 3.

This item fails to distinguish measurement applicable to two dif-

ferent principles. First is the principle relating circumference

to diameter, i.e., C=Trd. Second is the principle, rather readily

applicable to the accompanying picture, that the outer diameter

of a pipe equals the inner diameter plus twice the thickness of

the pipe.

Clearly, if one wishes to know whether these two principles

have been learned, they must be measured separately. Again in this

instance a two-stage measurement operation, or some other form of

control, is called for. If the individual fails this item, we do

not know whether (a) he did not know the first principle; (b) he

did not know the second principle; (c) he did not know either prin-

ciple; or (d) he knew both principles, but was unable to put them

together in solving a new problem. The criterion of distinctive-

ness in measurement is not met by items such as this, which try to

combine too many measurement operations into one.
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Requirements of Learning Measurement

The substance of what I am saying is this: Measurement of

learning outcomes in laboratory studies of such varieties of learn-

ing as connections, chains, and multiple discriminations has gen-

erally been characterized by careful attention to what is being

measured. For those varieties of learning in which such analysis

and definition of outcome has not been true in the past, one can

readily see pronounced trends in this direction at present. Meas-

urement of these simpler sorts of learning events appears to be

subject to the criteria of (a) distinctiveness, by which is meant

operations that distinguish one class of learning outcome from

another, and (b) freedom from distortion, involving a set of opera-

tions which distinguish learning from the action of other variables

of various sorts.

The criteria of distinctiveness and freedom from distortion,

when applied to these relatively simple kinds of learning, appear

to require the use of control operations as essential parts of the

measurement itself. Often, this means the employment of control

individuals or groups. In other instances, control is exercised

by using the same individuals, but making the necessary operations

in two stages. The first stage is the control measurement, and

the second is the measurement which is the center of interest.

When one looks at more complex varieties of learning outcome,

it appears that control operations are equally applicable and

equally necessary, if one is going to be confident about what is

measured. Thus, it is possible to design control operations for
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measurement distinctiveness that make possible differentiation

between concepts and multiple discriminations, between principles

and concepts, between principles and verbal sequences, and between

principles of differing levels of abstractness. Although not elab-

orated here, it is not difficult to believe that operations to

avoid distortion of measurement are similarly feasible for these

varieties of learning.

Such measurement operations for concepts and principles are

possible; however, they appear not to have been much used. Instead,

there is what I would characterize as a regression to the use of

inexact techniques originally designed for quite different

purposes. These techniques are those of mental testing, which

were designed primarily for the purpose of predicting performance,

rather than of measuring learning outcomes. If one is concerned

with prediction, it is likely to make little difference whether a

distinction can be drawn between the learning of, say, a concept,

and the learning of a principle. In brief, the individual who

"knows more" is going to exhibit faster learning and a better ulti-

mate performance, regardless of what the particular components of

his capability are.

It should be clear that the purposes of achievement measure-

ment in the schools are not always those of prediction. In many

important instances, the purpose is to identify rhat has been

learned, and by so doing to relate it to that which was intended

to be taught. Thoughtful writers on achievement testing have usu-

ally given considerable emphasis to this distinction. Lindquist

(1951), for example, states that the first step in designing
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achievement tests must be that of determining what is to be meas-

ured. Nevertheless, having acknowledged this idea, most writers

on achievement measurement proceed blithely to describe techniques

of test design which pay no further heed to the methods of distinc-

tive and distortion-free measurement.

Dependence upon imprecise techniques of mental testing for

the measurement of concepts and principles has led to the ignoring

of the requirements for control procedures which have come to be

standard features of measurement techniques used with other simpler

kinds of learning outcomes. The single item used in traditional

achievement testing constitutes an uncontrolled, ambiguous measure

which can only in rare instances be shown to be related directly

to the learning outcome of interest. Partly as a consequence,

perhaps, there is appeal to "scores" from a set of items which

must be shown to have elaborate statistical relationships to each

other. Statistical methods are used in the attempt to increase

precision of measurement, when in fact the problem of achieving

distinctiveness and freedom from distortion could best be accom-

plished by direct control procedures.

What is suggested by this review is that techniques of con-

trol need to be developed and used for the measurement of concepts

and principles as outcomes of learning. In particular, the ;lotion

of two-stage measurement, rather than dependence on the single item

(alone or in collections), seems to offer greatest promise of a

feasible solution. Of course, this suggestion were followed,

it would lead to new kinds of tests for achievement, as well as
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new kinds of scoring procedures. Neither of these are now in

existence, but they appear to be technically possible.

I need to mention again the question of measurement of "How

much?". There are some highly interesting problems involved in

this question, but I cannot begin to deal with them here. Their

neglect should not be interpreted as indicating, however, that I

consider them unimportant. Instead, I have simply followed the

advice of other investigators of measurement, and attempted to

give priority to the question of what is measured. If this prior-

ity matter can be clarified, it should not be difficult to devise

clear definitions of what may be meant by degree or amount of

learning.

Designing techniques to measure learning outcomes seems to me

to be a most important requirement for research on complex ft,rms

of learning, and consequently also for the practice of educational

measurement. We need some new procedures, based upon the criteria

of distinctiveness and freedom from distortion, to accomplish the

measurement of concepts and principles. These procedures should

take into account the use of controls which characterizes the exper-

imental measurement of such learning outcomes as connections, motor

and verbal chains, and multiple discriminations in lal.)oratory stud-

ies. In this way, a consistent logic of measurement may ultimately

come to pervade the entire field.
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